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Abstract

The computational complexity for direction�of�arrival estimation using sensor arrays

increase very rapidly with the number of sensors in the array� One way to lower the amount

of computations is to employ some kind of reduction of the data dimension� This is usually

accomplished by employing linear transformations for mapping full dimension data into

a lower dimensional space� Di�erent approaches for selecting these transformations have

been proposed� In this paper� a transformation matrix is derived that makes it possible

to theoretically attain the full�dimension Cram�er�Rao bound also in the reduced space�

A bound on the dimension of the reduced data set is given� above which it is always

possible to obtain the same accuracy for the estimates of the source localizations� using the

lower�dimension data� as that achievable by using the full dimension data� Furthermore� a

method is devised for designing the transformation matrix� Numerical examples� using this

design method� are presented� where the achievable performance of the �optimal� Weighted

Subspace Fitting method with full dimension data is compared to the performance obtained

with reduced dimension data� The problem of estimating parameters of sinusoidal signals

from noisy data is also addressed by a direct application of the results derived herein�
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� Introduction

Sensor array signal processing deals with methods for processing measurements of an

array of sensors� located in a wave�eld at di�erent points in space� Typical applications

with radiating sources are radio telescopy� where radio sources are measured by means of

antenna groups and passive �listening only� sonar� where hydrophone arrays are either

towed behind a vessel or dropped into the ocean to measure ship or submarine noise�

The problem in these applications is to detect and estimate incoming signals in order to

determine� eg� the locations of the emitting sources�

The interest in performance improvement for Direction�Of�Arrival �DOA� estimation

algorithms can result in antenna arrays composed of a large number of sensor elements�

Since the computational requirements are directly a�ected by the dimension of the col�

lected data� the burden increases rapidly with the number of sensors� This increase is

often proportional to the cube of the dimension� m� of the Element SPace �ESP�� ie�

of the dimension of the data� This is the case� eg� for high�resolution methods based

on eigendecomposition of the array covariance matrix� which requires O�m�� operations�

���� Therefore� in order to secure the computability �in terms of time� of the algorithms

it is useful to introduce some sort of mapping that reduces the dimension of the data set�

from m to r �r �� m�� before applying signal processing algorithms� Another advan�

tage is that if the transformation matrix is implemented using analog technology� there

is a need for only r analog�to�digital converters� in contrast to the m ones needed for

ESP computations� The space into which the set of full dimensional data is mapped is

referred to as the Reduced Dimension BeamSpace �RDBS��

One approach to reduce the amount of computations is to employ a linear �matrix�

transformation for mapping the full dimension ESP data into the lower dimensional

RDBS� and then apply a signal processing algorithm to this new set of data� The de�

sign of the matrix transformation is guided by some subjective criterion as� for instance�

selection of spatial sector� �������� maximization of average signal�to�noise ratio within a

speci�ed sector� ��� ��� or minimization of output interference power �assuming a priori

knowledge of the interference scenario�� ���� In ���� the design is made by analytic deter�
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mination of a transformation matrix through minimization of the RDBS signal�to�noise

ratio �SNR� at which two closely spaced emitters can be resolved� The derivation is

carried out using the framework of the MUSIC algorithm� ���

Apart from a low computational complexity� other aspects of performance may be

improved due to the reduction of data dimension� These include �for spatial sector se�

lection methods��

� Sources outside the selected sector are �ltered out and not detected� thereby the di�

mension of the parameter space is reduced�

� Lower sensitivity to assumptions on spatial whiteness of the additive noise as pointed

out in ����

� Finally� as indicated by simulations in ���� and shown in ��� ��� the resolution threshold

for the MUSIC algorithm can be lower in RDBS than in ESP�

The main purpose of this paper is to analyze under which circumstances it is pos�

sible to retain the property of asymptotically achieving the full�dimension CRB� while

reducing the dimension of the data set used for the DOA estimation� Somewhat sur�

prisingly� it is possible to obtain� in a very simple way� analytical expressions for the

requirements to be met by an optimal transformation matrix� These expressions rely

on knowledge of the functional form of the array �calibrated array of arbitrary geome�

try� and the true locations of the sources present� This last condition is� however� not

limiting the possibilities of using the results derived herein to outline a design method�

If a spatial sector is speci�ed� in which sources of interest are assumed to be located�

it is possible to� in a close�to�optimal way� estimate these DOAs� Numerical examples

are presented to illustrate the design method� An alternative approach would be to �rst

employ beamforming for obtaining crude estimates of the emitter locations as the peak

locations in the beamformer output� followed by the design method proposed herein�

As far as the author is aware� there has not been any discussion in the literature

of how the variance of the DOA estimates improves� when the dimension of RDBS is

increased� This means that� in this respect� there is really no guidelines available for

selection of the RDBS dimension� Herein� it is shown that if the RDBS dimension is no

less than twice the number of signals� the ESP CRB can always be attained�
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� Data Model

Consider an array of arbitrary geometry consisting ofm sensor elements� Assume that

d � m wavefronts impinge on the array� due to d far �eld sources emitting narrowband

signals� The output of the sensor array can then be modeled as a weighted superposition

of the d wavefronts� corrupted by additive sensor noise� uncorrelated with the emitter

signals� That is� the output of the ith sensor is represented by

xi�t� 

dX

j��

ai��j�sj�t� � ni�t� � ���

Here� ai��j� is a complex scalar representing the propagation delay of the jth emitter

signal and the gain and phase adjustments by the ith sensor� In matrix notation� by

stacking the xi�s into a column vector� we obtain

x�t� 
 � a����� ��� �a��d� �s�t� � n�t� 
 A����s�t� � n�t� � ���

where �� is a d�dimensional parameter vector corresponding to the true signal param�

eters� The array response vector a��j� 
 � a���j�� ��� � am��j� �T contains the sensor

responses to a unit wavefront from the direction �j�

The additive noise� n�t�� is modeled as a zero�mean stationary� temporally and spa�

tially white Gaussian random process� ie�

E�n�t�n��s�� 
 ��Im�t�s � ���

The symbol ���� denotes the Hermitean transpose and �t�s is the Kronecker delta� The

noise is uncorrelated with the signal waveforms� which are modeled as zero�mean sta�

tionary� Gaussian random processes with covariance

E�s�t�s��s�� 
 �t�sS � ���

The covariance matrix of the array output is then given by

Rxx 
 E�x�t�x��t�� 
 A����SA
����� � ��Im � ���

The ESP data consists of N samples of the array outputs� x��� � � � � � x�N�� If we

introduce the m � r matrix T � d � r � m� and the mapping x �� z 
 T �x� from
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ESP to RDBS� a new set of observations result� consisting of the r�dimensional vectors

fz�t�gNt��� Then� in RDBS� the representation of the array observations will be

z�t� 
 T �A����s�t� � T
�n�t� � ���

The covariance matrix of the RDBS sensor noise process equals T ���ImT 
 ��T �T � It

will be required that

T �T 
 Ir � ���

implying that the RDBS sensor noise is spatially white whenever the ESP noise is so�

Furthermore� it is assumed that the array manifold has no ambiguites� ie� any matrix

�a���� � � � � � a��m�� has full rank� m� for distinct �i�s� If d
� denotes the rank of the signal

covariance matrix� S� unique estimates of the DOAs are ensured by also assuming that

�d � r� d�� ��	�� We also regard the parametrization of the array response vector� a����

as being known�
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� RDBS Cram�er�Rao Bound

The previously proposed transformation matrix design methods have mainly been

focused on obtaining as high as possible RDBS SNR or as low as possible resolution

threshold in RDBS� Apart from the results �improved resolution threshold in RDBS for

the MUSIC algorithm� in ���� there have not been any real guidelines for how much the

ESP dimension actually can be reduced without loss in performance measured by� for

example� estimation accuracy� Furthermore� there have not been any discussion if there

is a possibility of achieving the ESP CRB� denoted CRBESP� which is the best one could

hope for� by using the RDBS data set�

Since there exist estimation methods� eg the WSF method� ���������� that indeed

attains the CRBESP� the same method can be used in RDBS to reach the CRBRDBS �T ��

Therefore� our aim in this section is to show that there exists a transformation matrix

that makes CRBRDBS �T � 
 CRBESP� Of course� the expressions for the CRB�s are to be

evaluated at ��� the true DOAs� However� the result is still useful for deriving practical

design methods� as demonstrated in the next section�

The emitter waveforms are modeled as zero�mean� stationary Gaussian random pro�

cesses in Section �� which means we should consider the expression for the stochastic�

Cram�er�Rao bound� This bound is under the previously stated assumptions as follows�

�����

Theorem �

E
��
�� � ��

� �
�� � ��

�T �
� CRBESP ��

where

CRBESP 

��

�N

�
Re

��
D�P�

AD
�
�
�
SA�R��

xxAS
�T����

���

Here� the notation A � B denotes the Schur product of the matrices A and B� ie�

�A�B�ij 
 AijBij� and where

P�

A 
 I �A�A�A���A� ��	�

�Or unconditional CRB�
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is the orthogonal projection onto the null space of A�� and

D 
 � d����� ��� �d��d� � ����

d��j� 

�

��j
a��j�� j 
 �� ��� � d � ����

The expression for CRBRDBS �T � is obtained by substitution of A� D and Rxx by T �A�

T �D and Rzz 
 T
�RxxT 
 T �ASA�T � ��Ir� respectively� The design method to be

presented later is based on the following theorem� which is the main result of this paper�

First� de�ne 	fMg to be the range space of the matrix M �

Theorem � Assume that r � �d and that T is an m� r matrix satisfying T �T 
 Ir

Then� if

	f�A ���� D �����g 
 	fT g � ����

the relation CRBRDBS �T � ��� 
 CRBESP ���� holds true The symbol �
� above should

be read �is contained in�

Proof

Introduce �rst the notation

F 
 D�T
�
Ir � T

�A�A�TT �A���A�T
�
T �D ����

and

G 
 SA�T
�
T �ASA�T � ��Ir

���
T �AS � ����

Here� the dependence on �� forA andD has been suppressed for notational convenience�

Then the expression for the CRB in RDBS reads

CRBRDBS 

��

�N

h
Re

�
F �GT

�i��
����

Starting with the expression for F we have

F 
 D�T
�
Ir � T

�A�A�TT �A���A�T
�
T �D


 D�T
�
T �T � T �A�A�TT �A���A�T

�
T �D


 D�TT �
�
Im �A�A�TT �A���A�

�
TT �D � ����





where the requirement that T �T 
 Ir is utilized� Now� making use of the assumption

����� there exists a T such that the relations

TT �A 
 A

TT �D 
 D ���

are satis�ed� Clearly� this means that F 
D�P�

AD� which is the �rst part of the CRB

expression in ESP� For the second part� we notice �rst that

�
T �ASA�T � ��Ir

�
��


 ���Ir � ���T �AS
�
���A�TT �AS � Id

�
��
A�T��� ����

by making use of the matrix inversion lemma� Inserting ���� into ���� gives

G 
 SA�TT �AS��� � ���SA�TT �AS
�
���A�TT �AS � Id

���
A�TT �AS���


 SA�AS��� � ���SA�AS
�
���A�AS � Id

���
A�AS���


 SA�
�
ASA� � ��Im

���
AS


 SA�R��
xxAS � ��	�

where the relation TT �A 
 A was used to obtain the second equality and the matrix

inversion lemma applied to get the third one� This completes the proof� �

A matrix T of size m � �d that makes the relations ���� and ��� satis�ed can be

obtained by using the Singular�Value�Decomposition �SVD�� ���� Let

�A D� 
 U�V � ����

be the SVD of the matrix �A D�� where U is m� �d� � 
 diag ��� � � � � � ��d� �

��� � �� �� � � � � � ��d � 	�� and V is �d��d� Since U spans� the range space of �A D�

and U �U 
 I�d� one may take T 
 U � A computationally slightly more e�cient way

to calculate T is to use Gram�Schmidt orthogonalization on the matrix �A D�� An

advantage with the SVD approach is� however� that it suggests a natural way to reduce

the dimension further� simply by selecting only the r� �d � r � �d�� �rst columns of

�A D�� This will be motivated in Section ��

�The matrix UU� is in fact a projection matrix� projecting onto the range space of 	A D
�
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A further note is that we can compute a matrix T 
 U � as in ���� above� using a

number r 	 �d of �design DOAs� � and still be able to optimally estimate the d true

source locations� That is� provided that the true DOAs �� are included in �� since we

then have T ���T ���� �A���� D����� 
 �A���� D������ Moreover� if the array response

vectors� a���� are smooth functions of � it is likely that also ��values close to the design

DOAs can be �near optimally� estimated� The design method presented in Section � is

based on this observation�

A corollary to the theorem is that also the ESP deterministic� Cram�er�Rao bound�

����� is preserved in RDBS� The underlying assumption is in this case that the signals are

assumed to be non�random� ie to be the same in all realizations� This is natural for the

problem of estimating the frequencies of cisoids�in�noise� for instance� The deterministic

CRB can be attained only if the number m is large� This is due to the fact that the

number of parameters �more signal waveform parameters to estimate� grows as more

snapshots� N � is taken� The stochastic CRB� however� is achieved by the WSF method

if only the number of snapshots is large� The expression for the deterministic bound is

E
��
�� � ��

� �
�� � ��

�T �
� CRBESP�DET 


��

�N

�
Re

��
D�P�

AD
�
� �S

T
����

� ����

where

�S 

�

N

NX
t��

s�t�s��t� ����

and� as readily can be seen� ���� will guarantee that also in this case we will have

CRBESP�DET 
 CRBRDBS�DET �T ��

Since the problem of estimating the frequencies of complex sinusoids in noise can be

formulated as a large�m �ULA and N 
 �� problem� there is a possibility of performing

the estimation in RDBS in an e�cient manner by using the deterministic ML method

in RDBS� e�cient here alludes to estimation accuracy as well as to computational re�

quirements� In ����� the consistency and asymptotic �for m � �� e�ciency of the

ML estimates for sine wave parameters was established for the single�experiment case

�N 
 ��� A numerical example of this application is given in Section ��

�Sometimes referred to as conditional CRB�
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� Transformation Matrix Design

In this section� a design method is outlined for RDBS estimation of DOAs in a

prespeci�ed spatial sector� The performance of the proposed method is evaluated in

Section ��

Design Steps�

�� Specify �rst an interval� ��a � �b�� within which sources of interest are assumed to

be located�

�� Compute the beamwidth�� �BW � of the array� and construct the �design vector�

of DOAs as � 
 ��a� �a � �BW � �a � ��BW � � � � � �b � �BW � �b�
T � Let the number

of design DOAs be denoted r
�� assuming that the sector is chosen in such a way

that r is even� Then r 
 ���b � �a�
�BW �

�� Compute the SVD of �A ��� D ���� as U�V � 
 �A ��� D �����

�� Take as the transformation matrix �of dimension m� r� T 
 U �

�� If possible� reduce the dimension of the transformation matrix by evaluating the

performance measure �see ��� and the discussion below� over the spatial interval

of interest�

Remarks� Note that the speci�cation of the spatial sector in step � above also can

include several separated sectors� Moreover� if sectors are speci�ed beforehand� the cor�

responding T �s can be precomputed and stored �or implemented in analog hardware��

But� if the sector speci�cation is made by �rst �nding the peak locations of the spatial

spectrum of a beamformer output� the sector choices will be data dependent� Hence�

in this case� the transformation matrix must be computed �on�line�� Furthermore� the

spacing between the design DOAs in step � are chosen somewhat arbitrarily� For obtain�

ing enough sector coverage at the end points of the interesting interval it seems necessary

�The beamwidth of a ULA with half�wavelength element spacing is approximately ��m radians�

��



to have a slightly smaller spacing there� To examine if a particular spacing is acceptable

one can� preferably� evaluate the performance measure ����

It is seen from Theorem � that if the matrix TT � �A ���� D ����� approximates the

matrix �A ���� D ����� well enough� we should be very close to asymptotically attain

the ESP CRB also in RDBS� The design procedure guarantees that� due to the �BW �

distance between the �design DOAs�� the approximation is very good over the whole

interval� However� if the spatial sector is large compared to the beamwidth� the RDBS

dimension may be unacceptably high� To further reduce the dimension� it is proposed

to use only the k �largest� left singular vectors of �A ���� D ������ One motivation for

this is that Uk 
 U ��� � � k�� the notation meaning the k �rst columns of U � solves the

following problem�

U k 
 arg min
rank�T��k

k TT � �A ��� D ����� �A ��� D ���� k� ����

This can be seen as follows� It is well�known that

Bk 
 arg min
rank�B��k

k B � �A ��� D ���� k� ����

whereBk 

Pk

i�� �iuiv
�

i is the expression for the best rank�k approximation of the matrix

�A ��� D ����� Here� ui and vi are the left and right singular vectors of �A ��� D �����

corresponding to the ith largest singular value� respectively� The optimal criterion value

is �k	�� If we take T 
 Uk and use the fact that

U�V � 

�dX
i��

�iuiv
�

i 
 �A ��� D ���� � ����

we obtain

TT � �A ��� D ���� 

kX
i��

�iuiv
�

i 
 Bk � ����

Now� if the �k���th singular value is small enough compared with the k larger ones�

it should be possible to delete r � k columns in the optimal m � r matrix T � and thus

reduce the RDBS dimension� hopefully without too much loss in the RDBS optimal

performance�

As a measure of closeness between the ESP and RDBS performance over a spatial

interval� we take the following�

��k� 


� R �b
�a CRBESP ��� d�R �b

�a CRBRDBS ���T k� d�

	���

� k 
 d� � � � � � � r � ���

��



Here� the index k of T k indicates the RDBS dimension� Then� 	 � ��k� � �� with the

upper bound beeing desirable to attain� By depicting the values of ��k� obtained for

di�erent k�s� it is easy to see for which dimensions the performance measure is su�ciently

close to �� To make the measure easy to compute� it can be approximated by taking sums

over closely spaced ��s instead of using integrals� A further note is that this criterion

only considers a single emitter traversing the interval of interest� This is� however� no

limitation here since we are only interested in making sure that the transformation matrix

�covers� the whole interval� which will be guaranteed if the index is close enough to ��
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� Source localization using WSF

The WSF method� ���������� is a member of the same general class of subspace �t�

ting algorithms as the deterministic ML method� In this class� WSF is optimal in the

sense that it asymptotically achieves the lowest estimation error variance for large N �

Assuming that the emitter waveforms are generated according to a Gaussian distribu�

tion� WSF then gives the lowest asymptotic estimation error variance of any unbiased

estimator� ie� it asymptotically attains the stochastic CRB� ���� In the following some

of the details of the method are reviewed�

The covariance matrix of the array output is given by equation ���� Let d� be the

rank of S� Then� clearly� we have d� � d� Let

Rxx 

mX
i��

�ieie
�

i 
 Es�sE
�

s �En�nE
�

n ����

be the eigendecomposition of Rxx� where �� � �� � ��� � �m� The matrix Es con�

tains the d� eigenvectors of Rxx corresponding to the largest eigenvalues� ie� Es 


�e� � ���� ed� �� The range space of Es is called the signal subspace� It�s orthogonal com�

plement is the noise subspace� which is spanned by the columns of En 
 �ed�	� � ���� em��

Furthermore� the smallest eigenvalue of Rxx has multiplicity m� d� and is equal to the

noise variance� Thus� �n 
 ��I� It is also well�known that the signal subspace is a

subset of 	fA����g� ie� 	fEsg 
 	fA����g with equality if and only if the signals

are non�coherent� ie� when d� 
 d�

The eigendecomposition of the sample covariance matrix� �Rxx� is de�ned in a similar

fashion as �����

�Rxx 

�

N

NX
t��

x�t�x��t� 
 �Es
��s

�E
�

s � �En
��n

�E
�

n � ��	�

The WSF criterion is stated as follows� Find the best least squares �t of the two subspaces

�Es and A���� ie�

�� 
 argmin
�� Q

k �EsW
��� �AQ k�F
 argmax

�
Tr

h
PA �EsW �E

�

s

i
����

Here�W is a d�� d� Hermitean positive de�nite weighting matrix for which the optimal

choice is W 
 ��s � ��I�
�
���

s � PA is a projection matrix� projecting onto the range

space of A�� ie� PA 
 A �A�A���A��

��



Techniques for numerically calculating the estimates and detecting the number of

emitters present can be found in in ����� The location estimation of sources in RDBS is

easily accomplished using this estimation algorithm� simply by substitution of the array

response vector� from a��� to T �a����

��



	 Numerical Examples

In the examples to follow� the employed WSF�algorithm is supplied with a detection

step� based on the asymptotic ���distribution of the normalized WSF cost function�

which estimates the number of emitters present in the actual scenario� see ���� ���� The

only a priori knowledge used for the detection and DOA estimation is the functional

form of the array response vector and the spatial sector�

In the �rst three examples� the noise power will be �� 
 � and the emitter waveforms

are Gaussian distributed� Furthermore� a uniform linear array with half�wavelength ele�

ment spacing is employed� The estimated root�mean�square �RMS� error curves depicted

in the �gures are based on �		 independent trials for each DOA considered and N 
 �	

independent snapshots are used in each trial� The last example consists of an applica�

tion of the results derived herein to the problem of estimating the frequencies of complex

sinusoids from noisy data�

Example ���

This �rst example demonstrates the design procedure by means of a simple scenario� The

sector of interest is assumed to be ������ ����� and the scenario constitutes an m 
 �		

element ULA as well as an emitter signal for which we have SNR
� dB� Following

the design steps of Section �� we compute the array beamwidth to approximately ����

degrees� Take �BW 
 ����� which means we can choose the vector of design DOAs as

� 
 ���� ����� 	� ���� ���T � This choice of �BW is slightly larger than the beamwidth�

but will turn out to be small enough anyway� Then we obtain� through the SVD of

�A ��� D ����� a transformation matrix of dimension �		 � �	� To see if it is possible

to make further dimension reduction and still attain the ESP CRB over the interval of

interest� we take a look at the �approximation of the� performance measure ��k�� see

���� computed over the interval ������ ������ In Figure � it can readily be seen that

it should be su�cient to have a dimension ranging from about seven to nine for the

RDBS� This means that we can delete at least the last column in T � corresponding to

the smallest singular value� We select here the RDBS dimension to be nine� �The e�ect

��
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 �		� N 
 �	

of removing one column of the transformation matrix is mainly that the side�lobes of the

beampattern are reduced�� The agreement between the CRB�s is demonstrated by Figure

�� where the CRB�s are depicted over the interval of interest for a RDBS dimension of

nine� The di�erence between the ESP and RDBS CRB�s in Figure � is very small and�

hence� we can regard a dimension of nine as su�cient� The corresponding curves for

RDBS dimension �	 is not shown since they� for all practical purposes� are identical to

those of Figure �� However� at the end points of the interval of interest� the RDBS CRB

for dimension �	 is a little closer to the ESP CRB than what is the dimension�nine RDBS

CRB� Further reduction of the RDBS dimension makes this di�erence more noticeable�

Finally� Figure � also depicts the RMS�error in RDBS and the CRB�s versus direction�

of�arrival for one single source for an RDBS dimension of nine� Clearly� for DOAs in

the interval ������ ������ the best possible performance �ESP CRB� can be considered

reached� �

��
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Example ���

The scenario for this example is the same as for Example ���� but here we consider two

sources� symmetrically located with respect to array broadside� Figure � depicts the

ESP and RDBS CRB�s and the RDBS RMS error for the estimate of the direction to

the left source as the angle between the emitters decreases� That is� we are interested in

comparing the experimental estimation accuracy �RMS� for two sources in the interval�

of�interest with the optimal ESP CRB� Note that the �Direction�of�Arrival axis� in

Figure � is half the separation between the emitters� We can see that� for this case� the

ESP and RDBS CRB�curves are almost identical in the interval of interest� Moreover�

the lower bound on the estimation error accuracy is nearly attained� as is demonstrated

by the depicted RMS�error curve� �

Example ���

�
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This example examines what happens when a source is located close to �the edge� of�

or outside� the sector�of�interest� The reason is that it is essential to know what this

means for the estimation accuracy of a source inside the sector� The interval of interest is

assumed to be ������ ����� and the transformation matrix is designed by using the design

DOAs ������ 	� ������ giving an RDBS dimension of six� An emitter within the interval

of interest is placed at �	��� and the theoretical as well as the experimental estimation

accuracy of this DOA are examined� in Figure �� as a function of another emitter whose

DOA varies from �� to ��� The DOA of this second emitter is referred to as the out�of�

sector DOA� As depicted in Figure �� the experimental RMS�curve for the �	��� emitter

is very close to the optimal CRB as long as the second emitter is located within the

sector�of�interest� This behavior is expected from the theory� However� when the second

emitter slides out of the sector�of�interest� the estimation accuracy of the �	��� emitter

rapidly degrades� The performance is especially bad for out�of�sector DOAs at which

the RDBS CRB and the ESP CRB for the �	��� emitter di�er� The conclusion is then

��
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that a study is needed that centers on the issues of reducing the sensitivity to out�of�

sector emitters while still trying to retain �as much as possible� of the �ESP� optimal

estimation accuracy� �

Example ���

This last example is a direct application of the results derived herein to the problem

of estimating the frequencies of complex sinusoidal signals �cisoids� from noisy data�

Assume that the collected data points have been generated as

y�t� 

dX

k��

ke
i��kt	�k� � n�t�� t 
 	 � � � � � m� � � ����

where the noise process� fn�t�g� is a temporally white complex Gaussian� ���� process

with variance �� 
 � and the �k�s are constants with values in the interval �	 � ���

radians� The amplitudes� k� are real�valued� The �k�s are all assumed to be distinct

�	
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from one another and satisfy 	 � �k � �� The latter requirement is due to the sampling

theorem� We then can write

x 




������

y�	�
���

y�m� ��


������ 
 A���s� n� ����

where

� 
 ��� � � � � � �d�
T ����

s 

h
�e

i�� � � � � � de
i�d
iT

����

A��� 
 �a���� � � � � � a��d�� ����

a��� 

h
� � ei� � � � � � ei��m���

iT
����

n 
 �n�	� � � � � � n�m� ���T � ���

From ����� the array response vector can be seen to have the same form as that of a

ULA of dimension m� and from ���� n satis�es ���� Since the emitted waveforms� s� is

��
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a sequence of numbers� the deterministic CRB� ����� is applicable� The ML�estimator is

as follows� �����

�� 
 argmax
�

Tr
h
PA��� �Rxx

i
����

Here� �Rxx is the sample covariance matrix� ��	�� The criterion ���� is only a slight

modi�cation of the WSF�criterion� which means that the method employed earlier can

be used also for calculating the deterministic ML�estimates� The number of cisoids will

in this example be assumed known� When this is not the case� the number of signals can

be estimated from the set of data� see eg ����� In Figure �� the RMS error curves for

the frequency estimates of two cisoids� at 	�	� and 	��� rad�� respectively� are depicted

versus SNR� here de�ned as �
k
�

�� The RMS error curves are based on �		 independent

trials� The number of data points is m 
 �		 and the RDBS transformation matrix is

computed to cover the frequency interval ranging from 	�	� to 	��� radians� which makes

an RDBS dimension of � necessary� Note that this means that the ML�estimation of the

cisoid frequencies is based on only six �complex�valued� RDBS observations� However�

as expected from the theory� the CRB is nearly attained for the frequencies at hand�

��



as demonstrated in Figure �� Figure � depicts the RMS error for the same frequencies

as above� but here versus the number of ESP data points� m� The SNR is in this case

�xed to � dB� The RDBS dimension is �� the same for all m� Note that this means that

the width of the beampattern of the transformation matrix decreases as the number of

data points grows when the �design frequencies� are constant for all m� This is because

the beamwidth of the ULA decreases with increasing m� The frequency sector varies�

approximately� from �	 � 	���� for m 
 �	 to �	�	� � 	���� for m 
 ��	� As can be seen�

the estimation accuracy tends to the CRB as the ESP dimension grows� �

��




 Conclusions

A high dimension of the RDBS is not necessary to obtain accurate estimates of the

source localizations� As demonstrated here� it is possible to make a signi�cant reduction

of the ESP�dimension without loosing any accuracy at all� There also exists a bound

for the RDBS dimension above which it is always possible to retain the property of

optimally estimating the directions�of�arrival� This bound was shown to be �d� ie�

twice the true number of sources present� Whether or not this is the lowest possible

bound is� however� still an open question� Moreover� a practical design strategy for a

transformation matrix was devised that achieve near optimal performance� in the sense

of ESP CRB� The optimal transformation matrix is easily obtained from a singular value

decomposition� assuming knowledge only of the functional form of the array response�

This optimal transformation is thus independent of emitter signal correlations as well

as of the powers of the sources� Furthermore� any e�cient estimation method� ie any

method that attains the stochastic �or deterministic� Cram�er�Rao bound� can utilize

this transformation matrix for obtaining optimal dimension reduction� The problem of

estimating the frequencies of complex sinusoids was also addressed� This problem can

be formulated as one with high ESP dimension� equal to the number of collected data

points� which makes the results derived herein applicable�

The possibility of this large reduction in data dimension may seem to be a bit contra�

dictive at a �rst glance� since all the information present in ESP cannot be present also

in RDBS� However� the criterion considered here is mainly to retain the ESP estimation

accuracy in a spatial sector� This ensures that the informative part of the reduced data

set is as large as possible� ie� the information contained in the selected spatial sector

in ESP is preserved� In addition to this� the sector criterion also de�emphasizes the

requirement to know the true directions�of�arrival in order to make the RDBS inherit

the optimal estimation�accuracy properties from ESP�

��
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